
Tattingstone – One Moment in Time 

Earlier on in the Covid19 crisis I suggested recording the affect the lock 

down was having on us and the village.  Not knowing what to expect 

from you I kept the brief quite wide.  In the event there wasn’t a flood 

of contributions, more like a trickle!  That’s not a problem at all as not 

everyone wants to commit their inner thoughts to paper, nor indeed 

the wider public.  I did however receive a lovely poem, some photos 

and other memorabilia to form the basis of a collection. 

 
I still believe it would be worth having a community based record about these extraordinary times.  Thinking 

it through now that we are reaching a point when the restrictions slowly relax and our lives start to resume 

some sort of normality, I’d like to narrow the brief and go for a photographic collection of memories 

knowing that most of us take photos on our phones almost on a daily basis.  What would be lovely is to 

gather together a photographic collection to encapsulate a “One Moment in Time” of the lock down - one 

photo say that tells a story and that is meaningful to you.  Typically it could be an empty car park, an 

immaculate garden, children home schooling, the countryside around us, neighbours together but safe 

distancing or of course the weekly Clap for Carers.   The date and a caption would help although some may 

be self explanatory.   

“Looking back sometimes you never really know the true worth of a moment until it becomes a memory. “ 

This time I’ll assume that anything sent to me can be shared, for instance on the village website, and 

eventually put in the Suffolk Archives.    Given that not everyone has access to social media, could you please 

spread the word .... 

To kick it off, these are my two offerings: 

 

 

Jane Kirk, Village Recorder  

tattingstonehistory@gmail.com 

07974 455927 

Washed and ready to wear   Barriers, what barriers???!!! 
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